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The second season of QTV continues this Friday 27 September. There are 
new episodes from our Glimpses into Asia series, along with all your regular 
favourites in this magazine-style TV program for the Q+ communities of 
Melbourne, Geelong and Adelaide.  

Producer, Bill Calder says: “We continue to journey across Asia with a queer 
lens: from the Malaysian bar that lives on despite repeated raids, to the 
Singapore Pride Festival, and the phenomena of PrEP tourism in Thailand. 

We profile fascinating people that show the diversity of Q+ communities; a 
lesbian sparkie, newly minted; a previous title holder of International Ms 
Leather, and a dynamic, non-binary queer youth activist. 

The Saturday Magazine team at JOY 94.9 continues to provide thought 
provoking insights into the hot topics. And the history segments bring the 
archives alive.” 

How to watch QTV if you don’t have a TV with the reception, you can 
livestream: https://www.c31.org.au/live.  

For the night owls, QTV is repeated free to air Mondays at 1.30am. 

Online, check Facebook and YouTube: “QTV Melbourne”. 

NOTE – QTV screens every Friday night at 9.30pm on C31 which is currently 
broadcast from Channel 44. 

Upcoming content: see next page …. 

https://www.c31.org.au/live


Friday 27 September  
Featuring: Interview with electrician and ETU Women’s Committee 
Member, Patsy Clark; the disco in Kuala Lumpur that lives on despite 
repeated police raids; Nico Clarke discusses drug injecting rooms in 
North Richmond; and we look back at the transforming power of the 
Pink Dollar. 

Friday 4 October 
Featuring: Interview with International Ms Leather previous title 
holder Girl Ang; the annual pride event in Singapore, Pink Dot Day; 
Discussion with HIV activist Nick Holas; and a look back at the recent 
successful same sex marriage campaign in Australia. 

Friday 11 October 
Featuring: Interview with non-binary queer youth activist Milo Milton-
Moon; the modern phenomenon of PrEP Tourism and heading to 
Bangkok for AIDS drugs; Lawyer Gary Singer reflects on the Tasty Bar 
raid in Melbourne in 1994, and we look back at the events 
surrounding that pivotal raid. 
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